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COPYRIGHT STATEMENT

Copyright is a type of legal protection for people who express ideas and information in certain original forms and is administered 
under the Commonwealth’s Copyright Act 1968 (the Act). The most common forms are writing, visual images, music, films, 
broadcasts, computer programs and moving images.

Copyright owners have certain exclusive rights in relation to their material. These rights include making copies of the material, 
publishing the material for the first time, and communicating the material (for example, via email or the internet). Generally, 
it is an infringement of copyright to use a copyright owner’s material in these ways without permission unless an exception 
applies. For example, the Act contains exceptions which include fair dealing for the purposes of research, study, criticism, review, 
reporting news, etc.

All material in this document are copyright to Dr Robert Long. All products are trademarked and copyrighted material and the 
intellectual property of Dr Robert Long.

THE TOOLS

The following tools are examples of tools available for use in a social psychological approach to tackling risk. 

Please note: None of the tools are self contained or will make sense outside of context or associated use.
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SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF RISK TOOLS

1. RISK MATURITY MATRIX
The Risk Maturity Matrix explains the nature of maturity and development in risk intelligence over time. Each step represents a 
progression in knowledge and experience and focus in risk. The matrix is superimposed with Hudson’s five organizational cultural 
stages and each name on a step represents an example of actions available to assist risk maturation. Stepping beyond the red 
steps (foundations and fundamentals) is the focus of a socialpsychological of risk approach. Each tool offers help to organisations 
in tackling the challenges of risk at their stage of risk maturity and risk intelligence appropriate to their organizational and 
cultural journey.

2. MiPROFILE CULTURE DIAGNOSTICS

WHAT IS IT?

The Human Dymensions MiProfile Diagnostic (MiProfile) is much more than just a surveying tool.  MiProfile is an experiential 
learning event, an assessment and evaluation tool and, a frame of reference for strategic thinking and development.  What 
organisations know intuitively about culture, strategy and values is rarely captured, MiProfile measures and maps “gut 
knowledge” in organisations. 

HOW DOES MIPROFILE DO IT?

The best way to assess organisational culture, values and beliefs is by capturing the “gut” (implicit) knowledge of people in 
the workplace.  MiProfile does this by using Keypad technology, the survey is structured in rapid fire statements with only a 
few seconds to answer, using the Keypad.  Each session is orchestrated by Dr Long (developer) and his team who are expert 
in the technology and supporting methodology.  There is no writing, no need to be highly literate and its all anonymous 
and confidential.

How does it work?  Everyone holds a Keypad and responds to survey statements, results are 
accumulated by the computer and displayed instantly on the screen.  This has a strong affect and 
stimulates conversations which shape progressive responses to statements.  All statements are 
received “blind”, there is no capacity to predict future statements until they are revealed.
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WHAT IS DELIVERED?

The MiProfile delivers the following:

1. An MiProfile event for small or large groups.

2. Immediate, open and transparent reflective knowledge of attitudes and values projected in the location of delivery.

3. A unique methodology for investigating culture and organizational attitudes and values.

4. An activity which stimulates learning and conversations “framed” at key issues in the organisation.

5. A comprehensive report and executive summary (depending on organizational size up to 250 pages) including demographic 
comparative analysis.

6. Comment and participatory observations by presenters.

7. Recommendations for strategic thinking and planning articulated by Dr Long in the Report and by follow up presentation/
workshops.

8. Expert interrogation of the data and event by Dr Long (expert in social and organizational psychology).

9. Ongoing support in change management and learning in the organisation.

HOW WILL THIS BENEFIT ME AND MY ORGANISATION?

1. First of all MiProfile is more than just a survey, its an event, process and experiential learning activity.  The process is enjoyable 
and stimulating not like paper-based surveys which are often tedious, MiProfile addresses the problem of survey fatigue. 

2. The MiProfile process offers organisations extraordinary insight and evidence into implicit beliefs (gut knowledge) held 
throughout the organisation.  The quantitative and qualitative results are then used to drive evidence-based practice.

3. The MiProfile process and results drive targeted analysis and recommendations provided by Dr Robert Long and his team.  

WHY USE I PROFILE?

1. MiProfile is far more reliable, interactive and educational than conventional data collection processes.

2. An expert team ensure ethical and reliable methods to help construct the experience as well as provide qualitative 
participant observations.

3. People leave the MiProfile session stimulated and engaged about what has been revealed and transparently projected.

4. The MiProfile Report provides expert analysis of the organisation’s culture including recommendations about practical 
interventions, change management strategies and actions.

Any Downsides?  The survey session is labour intensive 
and therefore more costly than Internet or paper-based 
surveys.  However, these costs are far outweighed 
by the benefits of the experience and the insights 
gathered by the presence of the expert team.
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3. WORKSPACE, HEADSPACE, GROUPSPACE TOOL
The Workspace, Headspace, Groupspace Card is business card size and is used to help people think at three levels about 
communication and observation engagement. The card is used to prompt mature observation and conversation in physical 
space, psychological space and socio-cultural space. The card is used as business size to fit in a wallet or bag and is a handy 
talking point with others.

WORKSPACE, HEADSPACE, GROUPSPACE HEAD ICON

DISCONNECTEDNESS, THINKING AND LEARNING ICON
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4. WORKSPACE, HEADSPACE AND GROUPSPACE THINKING TOOL
The Workspace, Headspace and Groupspace Thinking Tool (WHG Card) is a handy pocket sized card to help people be more 
focused and considerate in their engagement, collaboration and communication with others. The WHG Card enables people 
to consider a balance between negative and positives in observations and consideration of effective questioning and open 
questions in psychological and socio-cultural space.

The reverse side of the tool has a focus on skills of conversation, listening and the giving of messages.

HEAR, LISTEN, THINK, RESPOND

Active • Reflective • Unders

tan
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5. QUESTION MARK TOOL
The Question Mark Tool enables people to consider the unconscious 
and hidden aspects of Framing, Pitching and Priming of messages 
in communication. The tool reminds people that messages are both 
given and received attached with unseen pressures, dynamics and 
perceptions in both listener and giver of the message. This can be 
applied to all forms of communication and provides a focus on 
assumptions, undisclosed beliefs and values in communication.
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6. iCUE CARD
The iCue card is used to assist people in sharpening their risk intelligence. The Card help focus on a number of cues in the 
workplace that heighten risk and risk taking. The reverse of the card helps people remember the kinds of issues that require 
observation and discerning focus to enable effective conversations about risk.

7. DIALOGUE CARD
The Dialogue Card enables people to learn about the do’s and don’t of effective dialogue. 
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8. SEEK TOOL
The SEEK tool forms part of the Human Dymensions Event, Incident and Investigation two day Workshop. The card is used to help 
people involved in investigations and event review to better focus on the social and psychological factors at play in themselves 
and the event itself. The card is used as a tune up preparation tool to assist better investigation and perceptions.

9. START CARD
The START Card is used by people to prompt better conversation starters about risk. The card helps people who tend to be 
introverted and somewhat tongue tied when it comes to think about what to ask and say in a conversation about risk.
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10. YOUR TALK MATTERS CARD
This pocket size tool tackles the structure of conversations about risk. The simple 7 stage structure provides people and useful 
structure to remember what to do when observing and conversing with others about risk. The structure of 

1. Observe

2. Create

3. Seek

4. Ask

5. Discuss

6. Identify and,

7. Encouragement 

are all active things to do in a conversation about risk.

The reverse side of the card reminds people that others receive and frame language from left and right brain dispositions. The 
card is used in the Your Talk Matters program.
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11.  SAFETY CUBE
The Safety Cube is used to emphasise the 6 dimensions of safety. The cube is 
used to help people focus on their commitments to safety and folds as a handy 
reminder of the training as either a mobile or desk ornament and reminder of 
the training. The cube can also be used as a dice to help safety people take a 
particular daily or weekly focus in observation and attention/awareness.

FOLDING THE SAFETY CUBE

1

2

3
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12. EYESEE TOOL
This three-fold tool is used in the Perception Disability Program as a stage two program of the Risk, Culture and Leadership 
Conversation program. The card has a focus on the ways humans have a disability in perception blindness. 

PERCEPTION DISABILITY QUESTIONS

dymensions human 

dymensions 
human 

PERCEPTION DISABILITY QUESTIONS
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13. FOLLOWING-LEADING TOOLS

MANAGEMENT FUNNEL

HERO’S JOURNEY

FOLLOWING-LEADING RISK

CONFORM
ING

LINE OF OPACITY

CONTROLSTANDARDS

DISCERNING RISK
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14. iTHINK CARD – THINKING CLOCK
The iThink Card is used to help Leaders, Managers and Supervisors develop better critical thinking, analysis and writing skills. This 
card is part of the iThink Program and includes extensive activity and skill development in strategies for thinking and learning.

15. COGNITIVE DISSONANCE TOOL
The Cognitive Dissonance Tool is used in Leadership training to help leaders understand how cognitive dissonance works. 
The map helps leaders understand the hidden nature of decision making and the way counter-intuitive dynamics affect 
decision outcomes.

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE TOOL
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16. HUMAN DYMENSIONS CULTURE MAP (AND CLOUD)
The Human Dymensions Culture map helps explain the trajectories and elements of organizational culture. The tool is used in 
leadership and decision making training to help better understand the complexities of culture and influence.

17. CULTURE CLOUD
The Culture Cloud is a reframing of the Culture Map. The reason for this reframed metaphor is the idea that culture is like a cloud 
– it can been seen but is not physically tangible. In some ways culture is like this, it is like the space between humans more than 
just the sum of behaviours and systems. The culture cloud is particularly helpful in understanding the demands and definitions 
for Due Diligence.
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18. DUE DILIGENCE FRAMEWORK
The Due Diligence tool provides a framework for understanding the 6 requirements of Due Diligence as required by the 
Work Health and safety legislation. The most important aspect of the Framework is that it is anchored in an understanding of 
culture. Due Diligence is not a technical fulfilled requirement but rather a culturally determined requirement. This tool helps an 
understanding of the subjective nature of the concept and what is expected by the courts.

19. LEARNING STYLES AND STRATEGY TOOL
The Learning Styles and Strategy Tool is used in the 3 day Learning and Presentation Workshop to help leaders understand the 
dynamics of learning, presenting, education and training in organisations. The tool is accompanied by a range of checklist tools 
that help presenters and communicators better structure and strategies for inductions, training programs, presentations and 
creating a learning organisation.
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20. ONE BRAIN THREE MINDS TOOL
The One Brain Three Minds Tool is used to help leaders and managers better understand the nature of conscious and 
unconscious decision making. The tool is used in the One Brain Three Minds Program and helps leaders become more aware of 
the pressures and dynamics of unconscious decision making.

ONE BRAIN THREE MINDS ICON

This icon helps people understand the One Brains Three Minds concept holistically as not a brain activity but a whole 
person state.
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21. DISCERNING LEADERSHIP, RISK, ETHICS AND LEARNING TOOL
The five magnifying glass tool helps leaders focus on the 5 sources of self that determine effective leadership and discernment. 
Each source of self serves as a tool of scrutiny for critical thinking and analysis of key elements in determining cause and effect, 
trajectory of ideas and the nature of discourse in vision, risk and learning in organisation in ‘collective mindfulness’ and in 
positioning self to risk.
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22. HOLISTIC ERGONOMICS TOOL

23. VISUAL AND SPACIAL LITERACY TOOL
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24.  ORGANISATIONAL SENSEMAKING TOOL 

25. COLLECTIVE MINDFULNESS TOOL

dymensions 
human 
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26. ACT, REACT, INTERACT, DOUBLE INTERACT, ENACTMENT TOOL

27. THE PROGRESSION OF ORGANISING AND BY-PRODUCTS TOOL
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28. WORKSPACE, HEADSPACE, GROUPSPACE SWOT TOOL

29. GOAL STATE TOOL
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30. GOAL STRATEGY TOOL

GOAL SETTING

AVOIDANCE GOALS PROMOTION GOALS

LOW ORDER 
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SAFETY TOOLS

1. TAKE TWO TOOL

2. SAFE T WALK TOOL

www.davecavillnco.net • www.humandymensions.com 

takE tWo caRD

Take 2 minutes and review your safety

Assess the risk level of the job—use the risk calculator

Keep to correct PPE, housekeeping and check tools

Evaluate any interruptions. Has anything changed?

Think of 3 goals in the form of things that must not happen

What are others doing about or near me?

Options: Can I do the job a safer way?

HD Take 2 Card.indd   2 16/1/07   12:51:17 PM
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3. SAFETY RECOGNITION SCRATCHIE
The Human Dymensions Safety Scratchie Card is used to teach people about operant conditioning and is used by some 
organisations to supplement encouragement and recognition schemes.
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4. SAFETY CULTURE WHEEL
Some clients like the more rigid concept of steering the safety culture ship. Although simplistic, it helps them focus on the key 
components of safety culture.
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5. SAFETY CONVERSATIONS START TOOL
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6.  SAFETY CONVERSATIONS CHECKLIST RECORD
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TRADE MARKED NAMES
MIPROFILE

ICUE

ITHINK

RYSK

START CARD

WORKSPACE, HEADSPACE, GROUPSPACE

SUPERVIZ

TRADE MARKED DESIGNS
SAFETY CUBE

OTHER TOOLS AND FURTHER INFORMATION
There are many other tools, checklists and learning aids offered by Dr Robert Long as part of program delivery and coaching, as 
well as an extensive range of tools delivered and copyrighted to associate Craig Ashhurst.
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NOTES
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